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14. at 3am.Based on the PC standard, the third generation of the
Mac PRO features a 2.53GHz Quad-Core Intel Xeon processor with
16GB of memory and 1TB of storage. The aluminum enclosure has

a proprietary cooling system with seven heat-dissipation fans.
Eight super-bright LEDs illuminate the keyboard and trackpad and
work in tandem with the infrared sensor built into the keyboard to

power up quickly and conserve energy. When hot-plugged, the
30-watt USB 2.0 hubs support up to five devices at once while the

audio outputs are upgraded to 1.5-watts. Mac Pros feature new
Firewire 800 and Thunderbolt™ 2 versions of the internal interface

that make connections to external devices much faster.
Thunderbolt, built in to the next-generation Mac Pro, is capable of

providing data rates up to 10Gbps and offers the potential to
replace the outdated Firewire technology. Thunderbolt cables are

available now from Apple and other manufacturers. The third-
generation Mac Pro offers the same array of modular features as
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the previous-generation Mac Pro, including two models of the
Apple Open Module Adapter. This converter is designed

specifically to enable Mac Pro users to use Open Source Mac OS X
applications such as OpenOffice and OpenStreetMap that require
a Windows interface. Apple is also continuing to offer the previous
generation of Open Module Adapter for those Mac Pro users who

need to run Windows applications. "We are excited about this new
Mac Pro design and how easily it will integrate with our customers'
existing setups," said Philip Schiller, Apple's senior vice president
of Worldwide Product Marketing. "This new Mac Pro is the fastest,
most powerful Mac in the industry, and we are thrilled to be able
to meet the needs of the majority of people who work with Macs."
Apple also redesigned the entire chassis of the computer to allow

for better airflow and a quieter operation. The silent cooling
system, which includes new heat spreaders and seven heat-

dissipation fans, is designed to operate more quietly without the
need for components to be connected. Airflow in the enclosure is

also improved with the revised internal layout. The designers were
also able to use as much aluminum as possible to make the Mac
Pro light, strong and energy efficient. The result is a Mac Pro that

is about a third lighter and even more compact than its
predecessor. The new Mac Pro can accommodate a single 13-inch

or 15-inch display without the need for adapters. New Color
Choices for
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